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Topics to cover
Employment status

Occupational requirement 

Miscellaneous questions



Employment status
Employee
Worker
Voluntary worker
Volunteer
Self-employed
Intern



Employment status

Employee
Unfair dismissal rights (two years’ service)
Right to minimum wage, holidays, sick pay
Protection against discrimination 



Employment status

Worker
Unfair dismissal rights (two years’ service)
Right to minimum wage, holidays, sick pay
Protection against discrimination 



Distinguishing between employee and 
worker

Generally, no “mutuality of obligation”. 
Hirer doesn’t have to offer work and worker 
doesn’t have to accept it when offered



Employment status

Voluntary Worker
Agrees to work for charity on a voluntary 
basis but still works under a contract 
(special category of worker under NMW 
legislation)
Protection against discrimination (probably)



Employment status

Volunteer
Gives time for no monetary reward
Reimbursed for out of pocket expenses
No employment rights
No protection against discrimination



Employment status

Self-employed
No employment rights



Employment status

Is the individual employed or self-
employed?





Primary tests for employment

Personal service
Control 
Mutuality of obligation 



Other relevant factors
The intention of the parties (including any 
written agreement) 
Insurance
Equipment
Risk
Integration
Not – “raises own support”



HMRC tool for employment status
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-employment-
status-for-tax

Useful tool – though not tailored to mission agency 
context

Anecdotally, HMRC not in a big rush to push for 
employed status in mission agency context

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-employment-status-for-tax


Employment status

Intern



Employment status

Intern
Employee (fixed-term), 

volunteer, voluntary worker



Missionary / worker summary

- Applicable law is generally the jurisdiction in which 
person is serving

- Nature of the relationship is key



Missionary / worker summary

- If mission agency sets the work and there is control / 
accountability, likely employee

- If it’s the individual’s ministry and they simply partner 
with the agency for convenience / support and pay for 
services out of their support but with little control 
from the agency, more likely not to be employee. In 
this case, support treated as self-employed income



Missionary / worker summary
- Where missionary support is channelled through the 

agency and there is anything that looks like leadership 
/ control / accountability from the agency over the 
individual, best to presume employment unless a good 
reason not to

- In circumstances described above, recognise you’re 
swimming against the tide if you’re saying the person 
isn’t an employee

- Can support be channelled directly to the individual or 
through a third party?



Question time



Question time



Equality law



Think
A church employs the following people:-
1. Pastor
2. Youth & children’s worker
3. Music coordinator 
4. Administrator 
5. Book-keeper
6. Community outreach / advice worker 
7. Coffee bar / café supervisor
8. Café assistants

Which roles would be easiest to justify as requiring a Christian to carry them out?

Why might some of the others still require to be undertaken by a Christian? How would 
you attempt to demonstrate the Christian occupational requirement for these positions?

(If anyone wants to comment, raise hand and we can unmute) 



Equality Act 2010

Protected characteristics 

Who is protected? Jurisdiction

Who is protected? Employment status 



Equality Act

Protected characteristics particular to churches and mission 
agencies:-
- Religious belief
- Sexual orientation
- Sex 
- Gender reassignment

Generally, unlawful to take these characteristics into account



Occupational requirement

“Occupational” 
The application of the requirement must relate to the job

“Requirement” 
It is not sufficient for the employer to have a preference that the 
job is undertaken by a Christian. 

“Proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim”



Occupational requirement – lessons from case law

Sheridan v Prospects for People with Learning Disabilities 

1.Make sure to clearly define the organisation’s ethos statement, 
beliefs and reason for existing in governing documents and 
policy statements.

2.An organisation’s ethos can change over time 



Occupational requirement – lessons from case law

Muhammed v The Leprosy Mission International 

The job description contained the following in the list of duties:-
- “To represent TLM’s Christian ethos throughout their work 

activities by applying a Christian mind and attitude” 
- “To spiritually support the work of the mission through Christian 

prayer and fellowship, daily at the International Office and at 
various meetings throughout the year”



Job description

• Key document
• Is it obvious from it that the person must be a Christian? (e.g. 

relief of poverty / social action role) 
• What will the person do as part of their job – pray with people, 

share faith etc? If so, write it in!
• Ensure the requirement to be a Christian is all over the JD – not 

just one or two points



Occupational requirement

• Defining “Christian”
• How narrow can / should you go? 

• Consider existing staff – not just new recruits!
• Provision to dismiss employee if they no longer meet the 

“occupational requirement”?
• Check in each year at appraisal re Statement of Faith / Code of 

Conduct



Religious belief – indirect discrimination

• No occupational requirement but criteria weighted to favour 
Christians? (e.g. Christian book-shop)

• Where the job is advertised 



Other discrimination in employment relevant to Christian ethos

- Women in teaching positions 
- Same-sex relationships
- Gender reassignment 
- Divorce and re-marriage



Sexual orientation – what’s covered?

R (Amicus) –v- SoS Trade & Industry 

“The protection against discrimination on grounds of sexual 
orientation relates as much to the manifestation of that 
orientation in the form of sexual behaviour as it does to sexuality 
as such.”



Occupational Requirement – Sexual orientation

Tolley’s Employment Law Commentary – “It will be rare for an OR 
to apply in the context of sexual orientation discrimination. It has 
been suggested that it may, for example, apply to a role giving 
personal advice or counselling to gay men or lesbians.”



Occupational Requirement – Sexual orientation

“Organised religion” exemption

Can attach requirements relating to sex, sexual orientation, 
gender reassignment for doctrinal reasons 



Jobs with Christian Occupational Requirement

No organised religion exemption Organised religion exemption



Organised religion exemption

• Organisations other than churches will find this very difficult to 
claim

• Organisation must be set up to advance Christian faith
• Job description must show how the employment is to advance 

Christian faith
• Still mountain to climb



Action points

For the organisation generally
1.Statement of faith
2.Code of conduct for Christian living / ethos statement 
3.Check policies – Equal Opportunities, Recruitment & Selection 

etc



Action points

For the job
1.Review job description – does it fully reflect what is required? 
2.Does the job show that it needs to be undertaken by a 

Christian? 
3.Could the job be shown to be for the purposes of organised 

religion?



Action points

When recruiting
1.Review job description afresh. If an occupational requirement is 

being asserted, say so. If not and certain criteria might indirectly 
discriminate, can they be justified?

2.Ensure the recruitment process tests the candidates’ suitability 
with respect to the occupational requirement 

3.Ensure the contract for the appointed person refers to the 
ongoing nature of the occupational requirement 



Equal Opportunities Policy
“It is our policy to provide employment equality to all, irrespective 
of:
• Sex, including gender reassignment
• Married or civil partnership status 
• Religious belief
• Race 
• Disability
• Sexual orientation
• Age”
Does this look like a good policy statement for your agency? Why 
not?



Do your HR policies reflect your Christian ethos?



Question time



Nothing in this presentation is intended to be taken as legal 
advice relating to your specific situation.

This presentation is copyright Mark Mason Employment Law Ltd 
and is for information purposes only. It should not be shared with 
any other organisation that has not attended today’s webinar 
without permission from Mark Mason Employment Law Ltd



Contact

mark@markmasonlaw.co.uk

028 9084 8899

Facebook – MMemplaw
Twitter - @MMemplaw

YouTube – search “Mark Mason Employment Law”
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